The classical theory of transaction management is based on two different and independent criteria for the correct execution of transactions. The first criterion, serializability, ensures correct execution of parallel transactions under the assumption that no failures occur. The second criterion, strictness, ensures correct recovery from failures.
but cannot be correctly recovered from a failure.
There are also schedules which satisfy the criterion for correct recovery but are not serializable.
Rather than dealing with two incomparable criteria,
we would prefer a single correctness criterion which 1993 ACM 0-89791-593-31931000510300
ensures the correctness of parallel executions even in the presence of failures.
In this paper we develop a unified model that allows reasoning about the correctness of concurrency control and recovery within the same framework.
We introduce a constructive correctness criterion called (prefix-) expanded serializability y that allows efficient correctness testing based on serialization graph methods.
We also introduce another correctness criterion called (prefix-) reducibility and show how it is related to the traditional definitions.
It is shown that the class of prefix-reducible schedules is less restrictive than the class of serializable and strict schedules, which is usually considered as the standard class of acceptable schedules.
The unified model that is proposed in this paper builds on our previous work [BSW88, Wei91] , where we introduced the notion of" complete serializability". The basic idea of this notion is to represent all recovery-related actions explicitly in the schedule and to use serializability arguments to reason about such "completed schedules". In the current paper, we rename the notions of "completed schedules" and "complete serializability" by "expanded schedules" and "expanded serializability", to avoid confusion with the unrelated term "complete history" of [BHG87] . As far ss the correctness of recovery is concerned, our previous work stayed informal and we did not elaborate the relationships between our notion of "complete serializability" and the classical correctness criteria.
Moreover, this paper introduces the novel notion of (prefix-) reducibility as a unified correctness criterion.
A preliminary version of this paper is [SWY92].
Recently, the notion of rigorousness has been proposed ss a unified correctness criterion [BGRS91] . However, the class of rigorous schedules is even more restrictive than the class of serializable and strict schedules. The only other work along the lines of "complete serializ- 
The schedule S is serializable; it is (conjlict-) equivalent to T2 preceding T1. In particular, a transaction may be aborted because the system can no longer guarantee a serializable view for this transaction. In this case, the transaction m~ay have "viewed" seemingly inconsistent data, and this "view" is declared invalid, in retrospect, by the abort. once an aborted transaction is expanded in this manner, we can as well consider the transaction as committed, since it leaves no effect on the database. These informal expansion rules motivate the following definition.
Definition 9 (Expanded Schedule~) Let S = (A,<) be a (possibly incomplete) schedule.
The expan:ion~of S, also denoted as the expanded schedule S, is a quadruple (~,?,  UNDO,  NULL) where:
1.~is a set of actions which is derived from A in the following way:
(a) For all transactions~that are committed in S, is the action set Ai of Ti in S. 2. < is a partial order on~such that:
(a) For the original A actions, the order< is identical to <. 4. NULL is the set of eflect-free actions of transactions that are aborted in S or not terminated in S. u to the original actions of T2, which is not the case in Example 6. 'The adjacency of an original "forward" action and the corresponding undo action in
Example 5 means that the original action is effectively undone so that both the original and the undo action can be removed from the schedule before we further consider the serializability of the "remainder" schedule.
The adjacency of original action and undo action is not the weakest condition to guarantee correct behavior.
Rather it is sufficient that there is no conflicting action between the original action and its corresponding undo action. These considerations finally lead to the following correct ness criterion. We note in passing that strictness and acyclicity are prefix-closed properties.
That is, if S is a strict schedule, then every prefix S' of S is strict, too, and if SG(S) is acyclic, then, for every prefix S' of S, SG(S') is acyclic, too.
A first relationship between the classical notion of strictness and the new PXSR criterion is the following:
Theorem 2 If a schedule S is strict and its serializuiion graph SG(S) is acyclic, then S is PXSR.
•1
Proof: Let S' bean arbitrary prefix of S. We know that S' is strict and that SG(S') is acyclic. We will show that S' is XSR. Assume first that S' does not contain aborteõ r active transactions. Then already the expansion S' of S' is identical to S' and SG(S') = SG(S') is acyclic, i.e., S' is XSR. However this case is impossible, because it contradicts the premise that S' is strict, which requires a termination action ti of Ti before ok.
Therefore, in both cases we have shown that S' is XSR.
Since S' was an arbitrary prefix of S, we have shown that S is PXSR.
•1 A corollary of Lemma 2 and Theorem 2 is the following
The inclusion RG C PXSR is proper as shown by the Since PXSR requires that SG(~) is acyclic, SG(S) cannot have a cycle and proves claim 1. In order to prove claim 2, assume that S is not strict.
Then a conflict pair (wi, ok) exists in S with wi < ok without a termination tiaction in b,etween. Consider now the prefix S' of S that has ok as its last action, Ti is an active transaction in S' and must be undone in the expansioñ of S'. Therefore in~we find w~< ok < W;l leading S is PXSR and proves that S must be strict. u
Both Theorems 2 and 3 together give another characterization of PXSR. The property that a schedule S is PXSR is equivalent to the properties that S is SR-ST and SG(S) is acyclic. Since every schedule in XSR has an acyclic serialization graph, we can also characterize PXSR as the intersection of XSR with SR-ST, i.e.,
Corollary 2 (S is PXSR) * (S is SR-ST) A (S is XSR).
•l
The results so far are summarized in Figure 1 .
Reducibility y of Schedules
In contrast to the criteria RED and PRED, the criteria XSR and PXSR can be cast directly into a practically feasible concurrent control mechanism. On the other hand, XSR and PXSR are unnecessarily restrictive in that they do not allow all intuitively correct schedules.
These two criteria do not quite match our intuition of correctness, since they disregard the possible elimination of effect-free actions and pairs of undone and undo actions that belong to aborted transactions. This intuition is captured by the more general criteria of reducibility (RED) and prefix-reducibility (PRED The results on comparing our novel correctness criteria to the classical criteria are summarized in Figure 2 .
The main insight from these results is the following. We then have to deal with forests of transaction trees rather than flat schedules, where the nodes of a forest correspond to semantically rich actions at different semantic levels (e.g., in an ADT implement ation hierarchy).
Once we introduce the notion of compensating actions to this model, we can extend our definition of expanded schedules to such forests. The concept of (prefix-) reducibility, however, needs an additional rule which allows us to prune "isolated" 
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